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PRODUCTION CREDITS

Welcome to the Segal! We are so pleased to have you join us 

at our production of Million Dollar Quartet To make the most 

of your viewing experience and in consideration of actors 

and audience members around you, please be mindful of the 

following:

1. Cell phone use in the theatre is not permitted. Please put 

your cell phone on silent and refrain from taking pictures, 

videos or texting during the performance.

2. Please refrain from talking or opening candies during the 

performance.

3. Food and beverages are not permitted in the theatre.

4. Please do not kick or step over the seats when entering and 

exiting.

5. If you are taking notes for the purposes of writing a response 

or review, please be discreet to avoid distracting others.

6. Enjoy the show!

A SEGAL CENTRE PRODUCTION
BOOK BY COLIN ESCOTT & FLOYD MUTRUX

ORIGINAL CONCEPT & DIRECTION BY FLOYD MUTRUX

INSPIRED BY ELVIS PRESLEY, JOHNNY CASH, JERRY LEE LEWIS, AND CARL PERKINS
DIRECTED BY LISA RUBIN

CAST

 ELVIS PRESLEY George Krissa

 JERRY LEE LEWIS Christo Graham

 CARL PERKINS Edward Murphy

 JOHNNY CASH Sky Seals

 SAM PHILLIPS James Loye

 DYANNE Sara Diamond 

 FLUKE (DRUMMER) Peter Colantonio

 BROTHER JAY (BASSIST) Evan Stewart

CREATIVE TEAM

 MUSICAL DIRECTOR David Terriault

 SET DESIGNER Brian Dudkiewicz

 COSTUME DESIGNER Louise Bourret

 LIGHTING DESIGNER Itai Erdal

 HEAD OF SOUND  Steve Marsh

 ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Caitlin Murphy

 ACCENT COACH Julia Lenardon

 STAGE MANAGER Chantal Hayman

 ASSISTANT STAGE MANAGER Sara Rodriguez

AUDIENCE ETIQUETTE 
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MUSICAL NUMBERS

 Blue Suede Shoes COMPANY

 Real Wild Child JERRY LEE LEWIS

 Matchbox CARL PERKINS

 Who Do You Love? CARL PERKINS

 Folsom Prison Blues JOHNNY CASH

 Fever DYANNE

 Memories Are Made of This ELVIS PRESLEY

 That’s All Right ELVIS PRESLEY

 Brown Eyed Handsome Man COMPANY

 Down by the Riverside COMPANY

 Sixteen Tons JOHNNY CASH

 My Babe CARL PERKINS

 Long Tall Sally ELVIS PRESLEY

 Peace in the Valley COMPANY

 I Walk the Line JOHNNY CASH

 I Hear You Knocking DYANNE

 Let’s Have a Party CARL PERKINS & COMPANY

 Great Balls of Fire JERRY LEE LEWIS

 Down by the Riverside (Reprise) COMPANY

 Hound Dog ELVIS PRESLEY

 Riders in the Sky JOHNNY CASH

 See You Later Alligator CARL PERKINS

 Whole Lotta Shakin’ Going On JERRY LEE LEWIS
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PRODUCTION HISTORY

The musical premiered at Seaside Music Theatre in Daytona 

Beach, Florida and was then staged at the Village Theatre in 

the Seattle, Washington area in 2007, breaking box office 

records. Million Dollar Quartet opened for a limited run at 

Chicago’s Goodman Theatre on September 27, 2008. Eric 

D. Schaeffer, of Virginia’s Signature Theatre, co-directed the 

Chicago production with Floyd Mutrux.

The Broadway production opened at the Nederlander Theatre 

on April 11, 2010. The Broadway production closed on June 

12, 2011 after 489 performances and 34 previews, and then 

re-opened Off-Broadway at New World Stages, the home of 

other Broadway musical hits such as Avenue Q and Rent. 
Million Dollar Quartet opened in London’s West End at the Noël 

Coward Theatre in February, 2011.

 

AWARDS

Won a Tony Award® for Best Performance by a Featured Actor 

in a Musical and received a Tony Award® nomination for Best 

Musical and Best Book of a Musical (Colin Escott & Floyd 

Mutrux). The show received an Outer Critics Circle Award 

for Outstanding Featured Actor in a Musical, a Drama Desk 

nomination for Outstanding Musical Revue and three Drama 

League nominations including Distinguished Production of a 

Musical and Distinguished Performance. 

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_

DSE_SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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DECEMBER 4, 1956: THE MILLION DOLLAR QUARTET IS 
BORN. 

A Tuesday night shortly before Christmas 1956, Carl Perkins 

in a bit of post- “Blue Suede Shoes” funk, booked a recording 

session with producer, Sam Phillips on December 4th. Perkins 

and his band, along with Jerry Lee Lewis, laid down some songs, 

including what would become one of the best-known Perkins 

songs, “Matchbox”.

While many of the details of the rest of the day’s events are 

still in dispute, this much is known: Perkins and Lewis were 

later joined by Elvis Presley and Johnny Cash, and they held an 

impromptu jam session. A newspaper man who was there wrote, 

“This quartet could sell a million”. Soon they were dubbed the 

Million Dollar Quartet. This was the four legends-to-be only 

performance together; a cultural flashpoint that captured the 

birth of rock ‘n’ roll and has come to be known as one of the 

greatest rock jam sessions of all time. 

The men played hymns like “Blessed Jesus (Hold My Hand),” 

“Peach in the Valley” and “Down by the Riverside” while 

Phillips rolled tape. They also played a number of country 

classics, particularly a handful of songs by Bill Monroe, whose 

“Blue Moon of Kentucky” had already appeared on the B-side of 

Presley’s first single in 1954. The band also tackled some hits 

of the day, like Chuck Berry’s “Brown Eyed Handsome Man” and 

Pat Boone’s “Don’t Forbid Me.” 

It was a reunion for Cash, Perkins and Presley, who had toured 

the South together in 1955. Lewis was still a star on the rise, 

but he quickly bonded with Presley over their shared knowledge 

of spirituals. The presence of Cash is still debated by rock 

writers and historians; some say he came only for a short time 

and quickly left. This seems to be confirmed on the session 

recordings, in which you can’t hear Cash at all. For his part, 

however, Cash claimed in his autobiography that he was actually 

the first one there, and attributes his relative absence on the 

recordings to the fact that he was singing in a higher register 

than usual, in order to mesh better with Presley. 

Regardless of Cash’s whereabouts, the recordings of the session 

– later released in a series of albums beginning in 1981 – show 

all of the men, particularly Presley, at ease with the music and 

just having a good time jamming. 

Million Dollar Quartet features a treasure trove of the greatest 

rock, rockabilly, gospel, R&B and country standards of the 

1950s, including “Blue Suede Shoes”, “Fever,” Sixteen Tons”, 

“Who do You Love?”, “Great Balls of Fire”, “Ghost Riders in the 

Sky” and “Whole Lotta’ Shakin’ Goin’ On”.  The session retains 

its historical significance, not only as a landmark event in the 

age of rock ‘n’ roll genesis but also as a significant milestone 

in the ever changing world of 20th Century popular culture and 

mass media. That recording session in 1956 has often been 

referred to as the Mount Rushmore of rock ‘n’ roll.

THE STORY

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf.
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Throughout the 1940s and ‘50s, Sam Phillips was a producer, 

label owner, and talent scout who helped discover Elvis Presley, 

Johnny Cash, and Howlin’ Wolf as well as several significant 

R&B artists of the period. While growing up, Phillips was 

exposed to the blues and became a fan of African-American 

music, which he heard from workers on his father’s cotton 

farm. 

After high school, Phillips went to school for broadcasting and 

became a radio disc jockey (DJ) and later a sound engineer. 

In the 1940s, Phillips worked as a DJ for Muscle Shoals, 

Alabama radio station. This radio station broadcasted music for 

both white and black musicians, which later inspired Phillips’ 

work in Memphis, Tennessee. In 1950, Phillips opened the 

Memphis Recording Service, where he recorded artists such 

as Junior Parker, B.B. King, and Howlin’ Wolf. Interestingly, 

Phillips claimed Howlin’ Wolf as his greatest discovery and 

deemed Elvis Presley his second greatest discovery. In 1952, 

the Memphis Recording Service also served as the studio for 

Phillips’s own label, Sun Records. 

Phillips, the Father of Rock 'n' Roll, recorded some of the 

most notable early rock ‘n’ rollers of the era including Jackie 

Brenston and his Delta Cats, led by musician and song writer, 

Ike Turner. This partnership led to producing Delta Cat’s hit 

record, “Rocket 88” which Phillips and music critics claim as 

the first-ever rock 'n' roll song. From 1950 to 1954, Phillips 

recorded the music of Rosco Gordon, Rufus Thomas, James 

Cotton, Bobby Blue Bland, and Little Milton, among others. 

Sun Records produced more Rock ‘n’ Roll records than any 

other record label of its time. From 1952 to 1968, the studio 

produced 226 singles. Despite achievement, the studio 

remained a regional label, which by the late 1960s had very 

few new releases.

SAM PHILLIPS

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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Before age 20, Johnny Cash left his hometown to work in 

Michigan’s auto factories and later signed up for a four-year 

tour with the U.S. Air Force. After leaving the service in 1954, 

Cash settled down with his wife in Memphis, Tennessee, taking 

a job selling appliances. It was here that he was exposed to 

African-American music, specifically the blues. He became 

enthralled with the blues sound, and it wasn’t long before he 

started a band, which rehearsed constantly in fellow musician 

and guitarist Luther Perkins’ living room. Once Cash and his 

band were ready, they went to Sun Records and asked for an 

audition. 

Phillips was impressed with Cash’s voice and with the band’s 

stripped down sound, but there was a problem: most of the 

material was religious. Phillips didn’t think he could market 

Cash as a religious artist so he asked him to come back with 

other songs. Cash came back with secular material, which 

included one of his best-known songs, “Folsom Prison Blues.” 

Phillips didn’t care much for “Folsom” but rather Cash’s “Hey! 

Porter” – a tune he’d written during his Air Force tour. Phillips 

pressed Cash to come up with a different B-side for “Porter,” 

suggesting he pen “an up-tempo weeper love song.” 

That night, Cash wrote, “Cry! Cry! Cry!” and Sun released it 

with “Hey! Porter” in June 1955. J.R. Cash had been renamed 

Johnny Cash by Phillips, and the backing band dubbed the 

Tennessee Two. The record fared well for a debut, and Sun 

released another Cash record six months later – “Folsom Prison 

Blues” and “So Doggone Lonesome”. Like Cash’s first record, 

this one climbed the country charts, but Cash was still lacking 

the crossover appeal that other Sun artists had achieved; his 

records weren’t selling in the pop and R&B markets. 

In April 1956, Cash took a song he wrote during his Air Force 

years into Sun Records; it was a song of devotion, of love, 

of faithfulness, and it would become his biggest hit: “I Walk 

the Line.” The hit song was paired with “Get Rhythm,” and 

was released in May. It shot up the charts; climbing as high 

as number two on the country charts and number 19 on the 

pop charts. This achievement allowed Cash to successfully 

crossover. That summer, he landed a spot on the Grand Ole 

Opry, barely a year after he’d released his first single. As 

December approached, Cash’s fourth record – “Train of Love” 

and “There You Go” – began enjoying commercial success in 

its own right, all while “I Walk the Line” continued its stay on 

the pop and country charts.

JOHNNY CASH

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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Born to a poor sharecropping family and despite, or perhaps 

because of the hard times, music became an important part 

of Perkins’ life. Like many poor children of the Depression era 

South, he was able to listen to music from different cultures 

and, later, turn them into something all his own. 

Perkins’ father was a country music fan, and he remembers 

listening to the Grand Ole Opry with the family on Saturday 

nights; those broadcasts from Nashville, Tennessee made him 

want a guitar. At the same time, Perkins befriended another 

sharecropper, an African-American man he called Uncle John, 

who would sit on his front porch playing blues and gospel on a 

beaten-up guitar. Perkins would often come over to listen and 

to learn. Perkins said, “It was his inspiration that made me 

know what it was I wanted to do the rest of my life”. 

After a number of years playing with his brothers in the Perkins 

Brothers Band, Carl got married in 1953. The next year, he 

and his wife were at home when Elvis Presley’s “Blue Moon 

of Kentucky” came on the radio. “Carl, that sounds just like 

y’all,” his wife said as the song came through. 

“Hearing him do ‘Blue Moon of Kentucky’ set a flame afire in 

me,” Perkins later recalled. Once he put together Presley’s as-

sociation with Sun Records, Perkins and his brothers set out to 

Memphis, Tennessee to find Sam Phillips. After Phillips began 

releasing Perkins’ records, first on Sun Records subsidiary Flip 

and later on Sun, Perkins found moderate regional success, 

and Perkins began playing live performances with Presley, and 

later, Johnny Cash. 

Perkins wrote, “Blue Suede Shoes,” which later became a hit 

for Elvis Presley. “Blue Suede Shoes” was recorded at Sun 

Records in December 1955, and released in January 1956. 

For the next few months, “Blue Suede Shoes” climbed the 

country, pop and R&B charts, becoming Perkins’s breakout hit, 

eventually selling a million copies – a first for both Perkins and 

Sun Records. That spring, the song was joined on the charts by 

Presley’s first post-Sun record, “Heartbreak Hotel”. 

But in March 1956, Perkins and his band suffered a setback 

just as they were enjoying so much success. While driving to 

New York City for a taping of TV’s Perry Como Show, their car ran 

into a truck and crashed into a ditch. The driver of the truck was 

killed, and Perkins and his brothers all suffered serious injuries. 

After a short hospital stay, Perkins went back to Memphis, and 

spent much of the rest of 1956 trying to recreate the success of 

“Blue Suede Shoes” without much luck.

CARL PERKINS

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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Jerry Lee Lewis was born to a poor family and when Lewis was 

eight, his parents scraped together enough money and bought 

a piano for the budding musician. “I always appreciated my 

parents,” he recalled later in life, “But as I got older, I realized 

how much Mom and Dad sacrificed for me. Without their 

support, I couldn’t have done anything”. 

Lewis’ older cousin Carl McVoy, who would later record for 

Sun Records, had gone to New York for a few years with his 

father who was running a ministry there. While in New York, 

McVoy absorbed the African-American culture – specifically, 

boogie-woogie piano. After he left New York, McVoy ended up 

in Pine Bluff, Arkansas, working in the construction industry. 

Lewis would make the trip up to visit McVoy, picking up what 

would later become his stock-in-trade – his rambunctious, 

physical style. 

Lewis also experienced African-American music more directly 

at Haney’s Big House, a juke joint for African-Americans just 

outside of his hometown of Ferriday where Lewis and his 

cousin would sneak in, hide behind the bar and soak up the 

boogie-woogie and blues (including performances by the young 

B.B. King). 

After a short stint in Southwestern Assemblies of God 

University in Texas, where Lewis was sent by his mother and 

was reportedly expelled after playing a boogie-woogie version 

of “My God is Real”, Lewis cut a demo and headed to the 

country music capital, Nashville, Tennessee. He played clubs 

and made the rounds to the record labels there, but didn’t have 

much luck, so he headed back to Ferriday, where he continued 

to play locally. 

Lewis had become a fan of Elvis Presley’s early work, and after 

reading about Presley’s Memphis roots in a magazine article, 

he thought his music might be more welcomed there than it 

had been in Nashville. In November 1956, he and his father 

raised a little money and drove to the Sun headquarters in 

Memphis. The timing couldn’t have been better; Phillips had 

been looking to expand rock ‘n’ roll’s instrumentation and as he 

listened to the tape, he realized he had found the right person 

to do just that. “I had wanted to get off this guitar scene and 

show that it could be done with other instruments”, Phillips 

later said. “They put that tape on and I said, ‘Where in hell did 

this man come from?’ He played that piano with abandon”. 

Lewis cut his first single for Sun Records, which included a 

song from that very first demo session, “Crazy Arms”. Phillips 

paired it with a boogie version of the traditional jug band song, 

“End of the Road”, and released it in early December 1956.

JERRY LEE LEWIS

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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Elvis Presley’s cash-strapped family moved to Memphis, 

Tennessee in the 1940s where he absorbed a wide array of 

musical styles from blues to gospel to hillbilly to country. While 

he couldn’t have known it at the time, he would later fuse 

these disparate styles into an amalgam that would become a 

cultural phenomenon. 

In July 1954, after a few unproductive sessions at Sun 

Records, Presley made his breakthrough. As the day was 

winding down, Presley started into an impromptu version 

of “That’s All Right”, which had been recorded seven years 

earlier by the legendary black delta bluesman Arthur “Big Boy” 

Crudup. Just like that, Sam Phillips had found a sound he’d 

reportedly been searching for. 

Presley laid down another song, “Blue Moon of Kentucky” as 

a B-side to “That’s all Right” and in July 1954, Sun Records 

made history, releasing the first-ever Elvis Presley record. 

Over the following months Presley worked hard, touring the 

South on several occasions, and Phillips worked hard on his 

behalf, pressing radio stations for airplay and promoting Presley 

the best he could. In November 1955, however, Presley’s short 

and trailblazing career at Sun came to an end. Phillips, facing 

major cash flow issues and possible bankruptcy, knew the 

budding star could bring Sun a substantial sum of money to 

help build a future foundation. Phillips sold Presley’s contract 

to RCA that month for $35,000; the larger label also paid 

$5,000 directly to Presley, who was just 20 years old. Over 

the next year Presley’s career took off. He cut some new tracks 

including “Heartbreak Hotel”; made a number of network TV 

appearances, including the groundbreaking September 1956 

Ed Sullivan Show appearance; and started starring in movies, 

the first of which Love Me Tender premiered that November.

ELVIS PRESLEY

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf
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Conservatism + Consumerism 
In 1950, 3.1 million televisions were sold in the U.S. but by 

1955 this number rose to 32 million. By 1959, the average 

family watched television six hours a week. Shows like I Love 
Lucy, The Honeymooners, and Leave it to Beaver became 

extremely popular and provided Americans with “perfect” role 

models. The idealistic family life portrayed on TV in the 1950s 

reinforced conservatism, which encouraged individuals and 

their families to conform to societal norms. Families became 

so faithful to tuning in and watching these TV shows on a 

weekly basis that frozen TV dinners were born. Frozen dinners 

became an easy and convenient way for housewives to quickly 

heat up dinner for their entire family and serve them directly 

in front of the television set. By 1955, Americans consumed 

more than 25 million frozen TV dinners a year. With such 

commitment to watching TV never before had there been such 

a captive audience, and advertisers were thrilled! As opposed 

to radio listeners, television audiences could not walk around 

while watching TV. The TV format caused a marketing boom 

and allowed advertisers to manipulate Americans by preying on 

their desires and needs in a new and targeted fashion. 

Poverty vs. Prosperity 
The 1950s became the era of conservatism and consumerism 

– an interesting mix, if not a seeming juxtaposition. The 

stimulated economy in America throughout the 1950s brought 

wealth and heightened materialism to many Americans through 

mass marketing and consumerism. Despite this increase, there 

were still many Americans who were, due to their socio-eco-

nomic status, not able to afford this new and improved way of 

life. Concerns of impoverished Americans went largely ignored 

and poverty throughout the country remained a significant 

issue. While some Americans were improving their lifestyles 

with the latest invention, those living in poverty were not able 

to improve their lives with even the most basic of these new 

advances. Many lived without plumbing, adequate nutrition 

and health care. Such differences in the ability to purchase 

and consume created a disparate situation between those less 

fortunate and middle-class America.

Teen Power 
By the mid-1950s, one third of the country’s population was 

below the age of 15. For the first time teenagers became a 

separate group within society and were no longer viewed as 

powerless children; they became an important demographic 

group and key consumers. Advertisers became increasingly fo-

cused of the likes and dislikes of teenagers and children. As a 

result of the baby boom, the average age of marriage dropped, 

which led to a corresponding drop in the dating age. Teen 

lifestyle centered on socializing, school, TV, movies, music, 

and cars. The birth of drive-in restaurants and movies aimed 

primarily at teenagers became big business. In fact by 1955, 

teenagers accounted for $7 billion of the nation’s annual 

spending and teens consumed all of the latest fads marketed 

to them including movies, magazines and clothes. Some of 

most notable fads included: Frisbees, Silly Putty, Slinkies, and 

the Hula-Hoop – a very popular toy that sold 100,000,000 

units in 1960. In 1958, toy sales peaked at more than $1.25 

billion. By 1958, teenagers bought 70 percent of all records. 

This unprecedented purchasing power and increased leisure 

time instilled a greater feeling of independence among the 

youth of America.

Rock ‘n’ Roll 
The very outrageousness of its poses, the swaggering sexuality, 

the violence which the radio of the day laid at its door, its 

forbidden and corrupting influence – that was the unfailing 

attractiveness of rock ‘n’ roll. The hysteria of its terms, the 

absurdity of its appeal – Fats Domino bumping a piano 

offstage with his belly; Little Richard’s outlandish screams 

and ‘jungle rhythms’; Jerry Lee Lewis’ vocal gymnastics and 

theatrical virtuosity; Elvis’ very presence and Carl Perkins’ 

“Get off of my blue suede shoes”; with Chuck Berry all the 

while merrily warning, ‘Roll over Beethoven’ – how could we 

deny its entrance into our lives? The ease with which you could 

offend the adult world, the sanctimoniousness of public figures 

and the turnabout that came with success (‘Presley will never 

appear on my show,’ said Ed Sullivan, shortly before Elvis’ 

series of $50,000 appearances), above all the clear line of 

demarcation between us and them made it impossible for us to 

turn our backs and ignore this new phenomenon. Through the 

legendary rise of Elvis Presley and Jerry Lee Lewis as well as 

Little Richard, Chuck Berry and other first generation rock ‘n’ 

roll artists, rock ‘n’ roll steadily infiltrated the lives of American 

teenagers. In 1957, Danny and the Juniors aptly recorded, 

“Rock ‘n’ Roll is Here to Stay.”

Parents of the era feared this new sound and the actions asso-

ciated with it. Parents called rock ‘n’ roll “music of hoodlums”, 

“the devil’s music”,  a chief cause of juvenile delinquency, 

and increased sexual promiscuity. In retrospect, rock ‘n’ roll 

was a harmless form of rebellion – its reputation for causing 

trouble was overly exaggerated. Rock ‘n’ roll provided a brand 

new target audience for record companies and the popularity 

of this new music and teenagers’ fascination with it resulted in 

soaring sales of 45-rpm singles, portable radios, and portable 

record players. Rock ‘n’ roll also became a primary reason 

for the revival of radio. Radio had experienced a significant 

THEMES
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decrease in popularity due to the recent increase in television 

ownership, programming, and popularity. Shows like The Ed 
Sullivan Show and Dick Clark’s American Bandstand grew in 

popularity introducing an impressionable nation to many new 

artists. As performers made TV appearances on a variety of 

shows and could be seen in living rooms nationwide, it had a 

great impact on teenagers, their families and on industry sales.

THEMES (CONT'D)

(i) Source: www.citadeltheatre.com/wp.../

MILLIONDOLLARQUARTET_EnrichmentGuide.pdf
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BIG BAND The style of music played by a big band, such as swing and jazz dance music. 

BLUEGRASS Country music of the Southern United States typically played on stringed instruments and characterized 

by frequent improvisation. 

BLUES A style of jazz developed by American blacks, usually having a 12-bar structure and frequently composed 

in a minor key. 

BOOGIE-WOOGIE Strong and rhythmic jazz piano in which the melody is accompanied throughout by a repeated bass 

pattern that uses chiefly eighth notes. 

CAPITOL TOWER BUILDING The headquarters of Capitol Records in Hollywood. 

THE COLONEL Colonel Tom Parker was Elvis Presley’s manager. 

CONTRACT EXTENSION A continuing agreement between two or more parties for a set period of time.

COUNTRY WESTERN A popular American musical style that began in the Southern United States in the 1920s, which gained 

popularity in the 1940s in preference to the earlier term hillbilly music. The term country/western music 

is used today to describe many styles and subgenres. 

DEAN MARTIN An American singer, film actor, television star, comedian, and one of the best known music artists of the 

1950s and 1960s. Nicknamed the “King of Cool,” he was a major star in four areas of show business: 

concert stage/night clubs, recordings, motion pictures, and television. 

DEEJAY (DJ) A radio host who plays music.

DELTA BLUES One of the earliest styles of blues music and is regarded as a regional variation of country blues. It 

originated in the Mississippi Delta, a region of Southern United States. Guitar, harmonica, and cigar box 

guitar are the dominant instruments used, with slide guitar (usually on the steel guitar) being a hallmark 

of the style. The vocal styles range from introspective and soulful to passionate and fiery.

DISTRIBUTION Making a product available to a wide range of consumers.

ED SULLIVAN African-American styles of music from before the American Civil War, this style of music is closely related 

to spirituals in the sense that it expressed religious feelings and included subtle hints about ways of 

escaping slavery, among other things. 

GOSPEL A rhythmic and intensely emotional American music, developed from folk music and spirituals that is 

written or sung for, or as if for, a Christian religious service.

HILLBILLY A person who comes from a remote rural area, especially from the mountainous region of the Southern 

United States; often a person considered to be primitive or backward because of this residence or origin.

GLOSSARY
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HONKY TONKS A popular type of bar or dancehall in the South that offers lively musical entertainment. 

HOOCH A slang word for an illegally distilled alcoholic beverage.

JAM SESSION An informal gathering of musicians who play improvisations together. 

JOE STALIN An informal reference to Joseph Stalin, the former leader of the Soviet Union. 

LABEL A record label is a brand in the music industry. 

LIBERACE A famous American entertainer known for his lavish performance style and piano playing. 

MARACA A percussion instrument consisting of a gourd or gourd-shaped rattle filled with dried seeds or pebbles 

and usually played in pairs by shaking, especially to Latin American rhythms. 

OL’ GRANDAD A brand of bourbon whiskey.

PAT BOONE A pop singer in the 1950s and early 1960s known for his old-fashioned values and versions of African-

American rhythm and blues. 

PEACHY A slang term that means fine. 

PERRY COMO A popular singer and TV personality known for his professional conduct in life. 

PREACHER One who delivers religious sermons; a minister or clergyman. 

GLOSSARY (CONT'D)

QT A slang term for secret.

RCA An acronym for Radio Corporation of America – a parent company of several record labels. 

ROY ORBISON An influential singer-songwriter and pioneer of rock ‘n’ roll. 

SHECKY GREENE A comedian known for his Las Vegas nightclub act. 

SHOTGUN SHACK A house so small that if a shotgun were fired into it, nobody would escape being hit. 

SPIRITUALS Religious songs of African-Americans, often written with freer rhythms and harmonies than most standard 

hymns. Spirituals, many of which go back to the days of slavery, often speak of biblical models of 

deliverance. Some well-known spirituals are “Nobody Knows the Trouble I’ve Seen”, “Swing Low, Sweet 

Chariot”, and “When the Saints Go Marching In”. 
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SUN RECORDS An influential record label in Memphis, Tennessee known for its artists and its role in laying the foundation 

for late 20th century popular music and rock ‘n’ roll. 

SUNSET STRIP 1.5 mile stretch of Sunset Boulevard that passes through West Hollywood, CA. The strip is best known for 

premier boutiques, restaurants, rock clubs, nightclubs, colourful billboards, and has developed notoriety 

as a hangout for rock stars, movie stars and other entertainers. 

SWING Style of jazz, popular especially in the 1930s and often arranged for large dance bands, marked by a 

smooth beat and flowing phrasing; has less complex harmonies and rhythms than modern jazz. 

RHYTHM & BLUES A folk-based but urbanized form of black popular music that is marked by strong, repetitious rhythms 

and simple melodies and was developed, in a commercialized form, into rock 'n' roll. 

RHYTHM GUITAR A style of guitar playing in popular music consisting of the chord sequences over which a song or melody 

is sung. 

ROCKABILLY Early form of rock ‘n’ roll music combined with or influenced by country and western styles. 

ROCK ‘N’ ROLL A style of popular music that began in the 1950s. Rock ‘n’ roll is derived in part from blues and folk 

music and is marked by a heavily accented beat and a simple, repetitive phrase structure. 

TRAIN SONG A type of song about trains and life as a hobo. 

UPRIGHT BASS Largest instrument of the violin family that rests vertically on the floor when played; also known as double 

bass and bass fiddle. 

VIVIAN Johnny Cash’s wife. 

YANKEE A native or resident of a Northern U.S. state, especially a Northern soldier during the Civil War.

GLOSSARY (CONT'D)

(i) Source: http://milliondollarquartetlive.com/img/P5618_DSE_

SGE_MDQStudyGuide_8p5x11_4C_Preview.pdf.
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DISCUSSION QUESTIONS 

1. Why is it significant that Elvis Presley, Jerry Lee Lewis, 

Johnny Cash and Carl Perkins all met and recorded together 

that day in 1956? What makes it unusual?

2. What is the historical significance of the Million Dollar 

Quartet? Why was it significant that this jam session 

happened at Sun Records?

3. How were the four artists in Million Dollar Quartet similar? 

How were they different? 

4. Several references are made to U.S. cities in Million Dollar 
Quartet. Plot Grenada, Mississippi; Ferriday, Louisiana; 

Kingsland, Arkansas; and Memphis, Tennessee on a map 

of the U.S. and research any notable features that they 

may have in regards to history and geography. Compare and 

contrast the locations – what do they have in common? How 

do they differ?

5. Why do you think Rock ‘n’ Roll was controversial in the 

1950s?

6. In 1956, Rock ‘n’ Roll was capturing young listeners and 

infuriating their parents. Why do you think it was so difficult 

for parents to accept Rock ‘n’ Roll? Are there any types of 

music that you listen to that your parents don’t like or don’t 

understand?

7. Thinking about today’s musical artists, what would be your 

million dollar quartet, if you could put one together? How 

are they similar to the four young artists featured in Million 
Dollar Quartet? If your four artists got together, what would 

the event be like? What kind of music would they play? How 

would those artists get along with each other? Where would it 

take place?

8. What kinds of themes/topics were most popular in the 

songs of the 1950s? How is that different from today’s 

music? How is it the same?

9. How has the music business changed for artists from 

1956 to today? Do you think it is harder or easier to be a 

musician/songwriter and make a living today or then? Why? 

Trace the evolution of recorded music over the years—from 

pressed records to iTunes.

ABOUT THE SEGAL CENTRE FOR PERFORMING ARTS

The Segal Centre for Performing Arts is a not-for-profit theatre 

company dedicated to nurturing, producing and presenting 

world-class English-language theatre and to showcasing the 

best professional artists from Montreal and beyond. 

A part of the community since 1967, the organization was 

reborn in 2007 as the Segal Centre and has since expanded 

to become a nationally recognized venue for the performing 

arts with a focus on creation, innovation, diversity and 

cross-cultural collaborations. 

Driven by a belief in the power of the arts to strengthen and 

connect communities, the Segal’s programming emphasizes 

original interpretations of popular classic and contemporary 

works, new Canadian musicals and engaging productions with 

universal appeal. 

(i) www.citadeltheatre.com/wp.../

MILLIONDOLLARQUARTET_EnrichmentGuide

(ii) http://www.magnus.on.ca/new/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/

Million-Dollar-Quartet-Study-Guide.pdf


